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A word is a term coined by Paul Dixon to describe a word or name that is repeated to distinguish it from a seemingly identical word or name. A more formal term for the word is the repetition of reduplication, lexical reproduction, or contrastive focus reduplication. (12) See Reduplication Focus Variation in
English (Power Card Paper) by Gila Ghomeshi et al., (Natural Language and Linguistic Theory 22: 2004). See examples and notes below. See also: There are situations where it is necessary to repeat a word in order to make sure someone knows what you are talking about. For example, they might ask,
are you talking about an American Indian or an Indian Indian? Or 'Oh, you're talking about grass grass. I thought you were talking about grass. From what you have been able to identify, there is no word for the phenomenon, and the word word word seems to be a logical name to give. (Paul Dixon, lyrics:
A connoisseur's collection of old and new, strange and wonderful, useful and strange strange words. (Ho Chi Lick, Daily Values and Evidentiary Practices. Text in Education and Society, by Desmond Allison et Al., University of Singapore Press, 1998) Murder Have you ever killed anyone? Is that a
philosophical question? I don't mean war. (Katherine Miller Heinz, Winter in June: Rosie's Winter Puzzle. Harper Collins, 2009) soap soap soap gum drops, cigar soap, soap pickles, soap chocolate, and even a bar of soap soap that fainted its indelible blue user making life exciting for addicted friends of
Johnson Smith. (Jean Shepard, Grip of Fig Newton. Random House, 1981) Commitment and commitment in relationships, there is commitment and commitment, the kind that involves a license, usually a kind of religious blessing and a ceremony in which each of your close friends and relatives watches
you and your partner promise to stay together until one of you dies. (Aziz Ansari, all you think you know about L-o-v-e is wrong.) Time, June 15, 2015) Women-Woman was at the heart of [Federica Munisini's] feminist message that every woman must realize her own potential as a unique individual, as a
woman- woman, not as a male or a female woman. (Catherine Davies, Spanish Women's Writing, 1849-1996). Athlone Press, 1998) Indian Indian for Indians, there is simply no future in the Anglo-Indian world. (Dulbe in Jewel in the Crown, by Paul Scott). Heineman, 1966) True meaning recently, I heard
someone say: Does it mean he's gone? This person was asking if the class had actually gone forever, rather than just dodging out for a while. . . In these examples, the copied expression refers to the true or true meaning of the term referred to. You can usually paraphrase everything. Rates like real or
really. . . . . [I] nstead of 'It's gone,' you could say 'it's really gone.' and repetition usually indicates that the literal meaning is intentional. (Kate Borridge, Gift from Goop: The Summit of English History. Harper Collins, 2011) Noun-Noun repeats the name twice, one calls the name of a generic shape, its hard
shape memory. 'No, I don't want blue khakis with pleats. Just give me a clean general beige khakis. Or, officer, I tried to remember what kind of car the getaway car was but I can't - it was just a car. (Douglas Copeland, Single Player: What's To Become Us. House of The Anansi Press, 2010)The lighter
side of the word Detective Charlie Cruz: The Girl in Lola, she told me that the dead shoe shop guy and the hat booth girl in there is a lot, together. Detective Danny Reese: Together? Detective Charlie Cruz: Together. (Damian Lewis and Sarah Shahi, Black Friday. Life, 2008) listed here, according to 100
million British national words Corpus, are the 100 most commonly used words in English. Many of these words are a function: they paste parts of sentences together in longer units. When needed, part of the speech is selected to distinguish between the different grammatical uses of the same word.
Thebeofandain (Presbyte: In the Old Days) to (Unsecured Mark: For The Rich) haveitto (preposition: to country) for (prepositions: you) Ithat (Relative Conscience: The Book You Read) youheon (preposition): On the beach)))with (preposition: with pleasure) do (verb: I do) in (traction: in school) by (traction:
by midnight) notthis (select: this page) but from (preposition: from home) theyhis (select : His job) that (select: that song) sheorwhich (identify: book that) as (in conjunction: as we agreed) and winsay (verb: say prayer) will (verb assistant: I will try) and winkan (act coagulator: I can go) ifthemgo (verb: go
now) what () Determining: What time) thereall (select: all people) get (verb: get busy) her (determine: her job) make (act: make money) whoas (drupt: as a child) outside (adverb: out) (adverb: go up) see (verb : See Heaven) Know (verb: know where) time (time: time to laugh) take (verb: take a break)
themsome (select: some money) can (adverb: I said it) himyearinto (prepositions: in a room) itsthenthink (verb: serious thinking)) mycome (verb: come early) than more (than more (adverb: more quickly) about (traction: about you) nowlast (adjective: last call) yourmeno (select: no time) other (adjective:
other people) givejust (adverb) : Just try) these (select: these days) peoplealsowell (adverb: well written) i.e. (determine: any day) only new (adjective: new friend) very when (in time: go) may (act assistant: may go) waylook (verb: look here) such as (traction: like boat) use (verb: use your head)
(conscience: give it) like (select: such (adverb: see how) because (when (adverb: know when) as (adverb: good) good (adjective: time) find (verb: find time) Emma Kapotes / Rd.com, iStock whether you discuss politics or bickering young children, the word brabble can still find a lot of use in today's
society. The next time your kids argue, tell them, if you don't stop all your sandwich, you won't get ice cream after dinner Rd.com. iStock sounds like the term your teenager may make up when he doesn't feel so well, but the word crapulous actually has a long and respectable history, which originated in
the 1500s. Not surprisingly, it is not about feeling unwell, but in this case, it describes feeling not so good after indulging in Lots of eating or drinking: I ate all that cake at the party last night, and now I feel completely crapulous. Emma Capote/Rd.com, no iStock, this is not a typo for some form of public
transport. In the 16th century, the word bus referred to a kiss - especially a loud or impulsive kiss. Derived from the term Middle English Bassin, which means to kiss, the first known use of the word is somewhere around 1570. Emma Kapotes/Rd.com, iStock certainly this word, dating back to the 1500s,
sounds like something you've heard at a pig contest at the State Gallery. However, it actually refers to a person's appearance, especially the appearance of someone you find charming and handsome, even if it is a little demonic: this boy who sits next to me in algebra is a total snout! I hope he asks me to
prom. Are you hoping for a potential history magic or a business agent? These are the five words that will bring you what you want. Emma Capote/Rd.com, iStock in the 1850s, this funny-sounding term simply refers to a wooden doll controlled by chains, not pinocchio. Over time, it began to take on
political meaning, as in a politician controlled by someone else: the governor was a man, but now he is just a person of corporate interests. Emma Kapotes/ Rd.com, iStock this 19th century word found a new life in modern times as a brand of a backgammon company. At the time, however, it was an
insult to someone easily imposing on, or, in a more basic language, someone you'd refer to a door mop or pushover: I wish he would stop being zafti and stand for himself! Don't miss the amazing origins of the most popular slang words. Emma Kapotes/Rd.com, iStock may seem like the name of the drink
you ordered in a bar, but a rum glance has absolutely nothing to do with alcohol. Instead, upper-class women in the late 1600s polished coifs in front of rum peepers, who were Name given to gorgeous glass, silver looking, or, as well as call them today, mirrors. Emma Kapotes/ Rd.com, iStock this tongue-
twisting hurricane of the word, pronounced con-toom-yoo-me us, is a medium English word derived from both French and language. It was often used in literature to refer to a rude, or rude person with arrogance and disrespect: in Jane Eyre's 1847 novel, for example, young Miss Ingram pushes young
Adele away by calling contumelious. You won't find these ten common English words in any other language. Emma Capote/ Rd.com, iStock no, this classic Latin word does not describe the backward habits of President Barack Obama; Emma Kapotes/Rd.com, iStock sounds like a term from the Harry
Potter series, but the first known use of the term brood-thief appeared in the 1520s, according to Meria and Webster, and was used in two completely different ways: first, as a synonym for a secret act, and secondly, to mean disorder or confusion. Speaked by Claudius in Shakespeare's Hamlet, which he
wrote around 1600: For the good death of Polonius, we did so but green in the thief's lap to connect him with him. These 15 common words meant completely different things. Original published date: March 12, 2019 2019
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